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DISCRETE FUZZY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS: A FIRST APPROACH1 

 
 

Heriberto Román F.2  
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The aim of this paper is to present some approximation criterion for discrete fuzzy dynamical systems Γ(un)= un+1 , 

where Γ= f̂ :F(R n )→F(R n ) is the fuzzy mapping defined by the Zadeh’s extension of f: R n →R n . Also, some examples 

and applications are presented.  
 

                                                                 
1 This work was partially supported by Fondecyt 1000463 and Dipog-UTA 4732-00. 
2 Universidad de Tarapacá, Facultad de Ciencias, Departamento de Matemática, Arica-Chile, e-mail: rroman@uta.cl  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The study of discrete fuzzy dynamical systems has been 
done by many authors, including Barros [2], [3] in the 
setting of theoretical aspects and ecological 
applications, Bassanezi et al. [4] in asymptotic stability 
of attractors, and Román et al. [11], [14] in uniform 
approximation of fuzzy systems. 
 
Discrete fuzzy dynamical systems are quite adequate as 
a model for the treatment of a wide class of non 
deterministic problems and, in this direction, some 
applications to demographic fuzziness, environmental 
fuzziness and life expectancy have been developed in 
[3]. 
 
The study of general fuzzy systems Γ(un)= u n+1  is a very 
hard problem and, by this reason, we will restrict our 
attention toward a particular class of fuzzy systems. 
More precisely, we will present some ideas about the 

system )(ˆ
1 nn ufu =+ , where f̂  is the Zadeh´s 

extension of f: R n  → R n . 
 
 

PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS 
 
Let K(R n ) be the class of all non-empty and compact 
subsets of R n . If A∈ K(R n ) we define the “ε-dilatation 
of A” as the set 
 

}),(/{),( εε <= AxdxAN  (1) 
 
where d(x,A)= .inf ax

Aa
−

∈
  

 
If A,B∈ K(R n ) we define the Hausdorff distance 
between A and B by means of: 
 

)}.,(),(/0inf{),( εεε ANBandBNABAH ⊆⊆>=  

It is well known that (K(R n ),H) is a complete metric 
space (see [7]). 
 
An useful equivalent formula for H is given by 
 

)}.,(sup),,(sup{),( AbdBadmaxBAH
BbAa ∈∈

= (2) 

Now, let F(R n ) be the space of all normal and  fuzzy-
compact subsets on R n , i.e., 
 

[ ] [ ]}{ ,1,0),(/1,0:)( ∈∀∈→= αα
n

R
n

R
n

R KuLuF  

where ,0},)(/{ >≥= ααα xuxuL  and  

}0)(/{0 >= xuxuL  

 
is the support of u. 
 
Proposition 2.1. If u∈ K(R n ) then [ ]1,0)( ∈αα uL , the  

α-levels family of u, satisfies the following properties: 
 
i) uLuLuL 0⊆⊆ αβ , for all βα ≤ . 

ii) Ι
∞

=

=⇒→≤≤
1

21 ...
n

uLuL
nααααα .  

 
(i.e., the level-application is left-continuous) 
 
iii) [ ]1,0, ∈∀=⇔= ααα vLuLvu . 
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iv)  (Representation Theorem of Negoita and 
Ralescu). Let M⊆R n  and [ ]1,0)( ∈ααB  a family 

of subsets of M; verifying a), b) and MB =0 .  

Then, there exists  u∈K(R n ) such that 
[ ]1,0, ∈∀= ααα BuL . Moreover, 

 





∉
∈∈

=
.0

}/sup{
)(

Mxif

MxifBx
xu αα

. 

 
We can extend the Hausdorff metric to F(R n ) as 
 

[ ]
),(sup),(

1,0
vLuLHvuD αα

α∈
=  (3) 

 
and it is well known that (F(R n ),D)  is also a complete 
metric space (see [7,10,12]). 
 
Definition 2.2. If f:R n →R n  is a function, then we define 

),()(:ˆ n
R

n
R FFf →  the Zadeh´s extension of f, by 

means of:                                     
 







∅=

∅≠
=

−

−

∈ −

.)(0

)()(sup
))((ˆ

1

1

)(1

xfif

xfifzu
xuf xfz  (4) 

 
An interesting result (see [14]) stablish that if f is a 
continuous function then 
  

),()(ˆ uLfufL αα =  (5) 
 
for all α∈[0,1] and u∈ F(R n ). 
 
Let f: R n  → R n  be a function, x0 ∈R n  and  

 
,0),(1 ≥=+ nxfx nn  (6) 

 
the discrete dynamical system associated to f. We 
known that a wide class of real problems can be modeled 
by discrete systems. Nevertheless, there are many non-
deterministic problems where more general discrete 
systems must be considered. 
 
In this direction, if f:R n →R n , we want to study the 
discrete fuzzy dynamical system 

 

)(ˆ
1 nn ufu =+  (7) 

 

associated to f, where f̂  is the Zadeh´s extension of f. 
 
This class of systems occur in many branches of 
mathematics and its applications. In particular, discrete 
fuzzy dynamical systems are very adequated as a model 
of non-deterministic problems (for instance, in evolution 
problems with non-deterministic parameters). 
 
On the other hand, the calculus analytic of the analitic 
expression of f̂   can be a very hard problem, however 
for some special functions f we can to find an explicit 

formula for f̂ . 
 
Example 2.3. Let xnA ×  be a real and invertible matrix and 

f:R n →R n , f(x)=Ax+b, an affine function. Then the 
explicit expression for f̂  is given by 
 

.,)),(())((ˆ 1 xubxAuxuf ∀∀−= −  
 
In general, if f:R n →R n  is a bijective function then 
 

.,)),(())((ˆ 1 xuxfuxuf ∀∀= −  
 
 

MOTIVATION 
 

The idea in this section is to show how the discrete 
dynamical systems (6) and (7) can appear in the study of 
real problems. For this, we present two examples: the first 
one is a problem of general character with unknown 
dynamics and the second one is a populational growth 
which is well modeled by a Malthusian type system.  
 
Example A. We suppose that a physician, in a routine 
interview, attempts to detect the presence of certain 
symptoms in a patient p, which can be present in greater 
or smaller degree, say with values between 0 and 1, 
being 0 the value that represents the  total absence of 
the symptom and the value 1 the presence of the same 
symptom in its maximum degree. 
 
We designate by  },...,,{ 21 nsssX =  the set of the 
symptoms considered by the physician and let 
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iisp α=)(  be the degree with the one which the 

patient p presents the symptom is . 
 
We can assume that the physician will not be able to 
give a certain diagnosis if the symptoms, or some of 
them, have a degree of subjective presence (i.e., 

)10 << iα ) while he will be able to do it if 0=iα  or 

1=iα  for each i. Also, it is important to observe that 
n

n C∈),...,,( 21 ααα , the unitary cube in R n . 

 
We can assume also that, with the administration of any 
treatment (the one which will include, probably, the use 
of drugs or pharmacological substances), the physician 
will attempt to make the patient p evolve  from his initial 
state , to a state in some of the vertices of nC , or at 
least next to one of them, from where he will be able to 
make a decision with respect to the nature of his 
problem. 
 
Thus, given a treatment T, it defines an application 

nn CCT →: , and its iterative application defines a 
discrete dynamical system )(1 nn xTx =+ , with initial 

condition ),...,,( 210 nx ααα= . 

 
The mathematical problems associated with this discrete 
system are various and of a high degree of difficulty, 
among  which we can distinguish the following: 
 

a) When the dynamics of T (associated with the 
evolution of the patient p in the time, subject to the 
treatment T) permits to assure that vxT n →)( 0 , 

with v vertex of nC ? 
b) How does the initial condition on the dynamics of T 

influence?. That is to say, which is the relation 
between the convergence of )( 0xT n  toward v and 

the initial condition 0x ? 
 
On the other hand, it is clear that: 
 
c) The presence of fixed or periodical points for T 

imply the evolution of the patient p towards a 
stationary state. More precisely, if 00 )( xxT =  

then ,,)( 00 nxxT n ∀=  and the treatment T does  

not have effect on the patient p. In a more general 
sense, if 00 )( xxT k =  then the treatment T causes 
that p return invariably to the same starting point. 

 
Finally, the more chaotic case is produced when T does 
not evolve toward any of the vertices of nC  in finite 

time or )( 0xT n  does not converge toward none point 

in nC  generating an errant orbit. In such a case, if T is 
chaotic, then the future of the patient p submitted to the 
treatment T is, by saying it less, uncertain. 
 
Example B. Let x(n)  be the size of a population at time n. 
If k is the rate of growth of the population from one 
generation to another, then we may consider a 
mathematical model in the form 

.0),()1( >=+ knkxnx  
 
If the initial condition x(0)= 0x , then by simple iteration 

we find that 0)( xknx n=  is the solution of this 
system. 
 
If k>1, then x(n) increases indefinitely. If k=1, then the 
size of the population is constant for the indefinite 
future. However, for k<1, 0)( =∞→ nxlimn  and the 

population becomes eventually extinct. 
 
However, in relation with this last example, the fuzzy 
structure can be introduced simply because of the 
eventual subjectiveness from individuals in the initial 
population. For example, let us suppose that the 
population obeys the Malthusian growth, according to 
the model  nn kuu =+1 , with 0u ∈F(R). 

 
Since 0u  is a fuzzy set, the field f(u)=ku associates 
fuzzy sets to fuzzy sets and so we have an infinite-
dimensional fuzzy initial value problem (describing a 
problem of demographic fuzziness). Details on the 
solutions of this particular Malthusian equation can be 
found in [2] . Also, numerical solutions for a more 
general type of classical discrete Cauchy problems can 
be found in [6], [8].  
 
In general, for a classic discrete system  the search of 
discrete-dynamic relations for function f describing the 
evolutive process and it posterior resolution belong to 
the difference equations field.  
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APPROXIMATION OF FUZZY SYSTEMS 
 

In general, due calculus problems, the study of the 
system (7) can be highly complex and, by this reason, we 
need some approximation results for it treatment. 
 
So, in order to stablish some approximation criterion in 
the resolution of (7), a first and natural question is: 
 If  f  is  “near” g , is f̂   “near”  ĝ ? 
 
As an answer to this question we have the following 
result. 
 
Theorem 3.1. ([14]). Let  f,g:R n →R n  be two continuous 
functions and 0x ∈R n . If we suppose that 

ε<− gf  on some compact X⊆R n , with 

0x ∈Int(X),  then there exists a compact neighbourhood 

V=V( 0x )⊆X such that ε3)ˆ,ˆ( <∞ gfD  on 

},/)( 0{)( VF uLuVF ⊆∈= n
R  

where )).(ˆ),(ˆ(sup)ˆ,ˆ(
)(

ugufDgfD
VFu∈

∞ = ♦  

 
Corollary 3.2. ([14]). Let pf  , g:R n →R n  be 

continuous functions and 0x ∈R n . If we suppose that 

gf p → ∞  (uniform convergence) on some 

compact X⊆ Rn, with 0x ∈Int(X),  then there exists a 

compact neighbourhood V=V( 0x )⊆X such that 

gf
D

p → ∞ˆ  on F(V).♦ 

 
These results shows that, under adequate conditions, 
the discrete dynamical system (7) is stable in a 
neighbourhood of f and the initial condition which is a 
very useful property in the setting of real applied 
problems. 
 
For instance, it is clear that if f:R n →R n  is a 
differentiable function in a neighbourhood of 0x ∈ R n , 
then the fuzzy system (7) can be approximated by a 
generalized linear fuzzy system. 
 
Example 3.3. Let f:R→R, 2)( xxf = , and 20 =x . 
Then it is clear that g(x)=4x-4 is a linear approximation 
of f near of x=2. If ε>o is given (without loss of 

generality we can suppose that 0<ε<1), then 

ε<− gf  on 







+−=

2
2,

2
2 εε

X . 

 

So, choosing 







+

+
+

−=
ε

ε
ε

ε
416

2,
416

2V , 

after straightforward calculus, we obtain 

ε3)ˆ,ˆ( <∞ gfD  on F(V) . 
 
Example 3.4. Let f,g:R→R and 0x  as in example above 

and consider u:R→[0,1] defined by 
 









≤≤
+

≤≤
+=

.42
25

1

20
1

1

)(
3

xif

xif
xxu

x

 

 
Then, the calculus of )(ˆ uf  in a neighbourhood of x=2 
is very difficult. Nevertheless, we know that g is a linear 
approximation of f near of x=2 and, consequently, )(ˆ ug  

is a “good approximation of )(ˆ uf ” on V. Thus, 

.,1
4

))((ˆ))((ˆ Vx
x

uxugxuf ∈∀





 +=≈  

 

ON THE DYNAMIC OF f̂  
 
In this section we will see that f̂  has, esentially, the 
same dynamics of  f, which is a great advantage. 
In discrete dynamics, the main objective is to predict the 
destiny of its orbits for a given function.  
More precisely, in a discrete system, interest has 
traditionally focused on the regular behaviour of the 
sequences  
 

),....(),...,(),(, 00
2

2010 xfxxfxxfxx n
n ===  

 
In particular, on conditions which ensure the existence 
of an asymptotically stable equilibrium point )(xfx =  
or of an asymptotically stable cyle 
 

)(),(...,),( 1112 ppp xfxxfxxfx === −      (8) 
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for some period 1>p  (such cyclic points jx  are fixed 

points of pf ). 
 
Definition 4.1. The equilibrium point x  of a discrete 
system is stable if given 0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such 

that δ<− xx  implies ε<− xxf n )(  for all n>0. If 

x  is not stable, then it is called unstable. 
 
The point x  is an asymptotically stable (attracting) 
equilibrium point if it is stable and there exists 0>η  
such that 
  

.)(implies xxflimxx n
n =<− ∞→η  (9) 

 
To determine the stability of an equilibrium point, from 
the above definitions, may prove to be an impossible 
mission in many cases. This is due to the fact that we 
may  be not able to find the solution in a closed form, 
even for the deceivingly simple-looking  (7). 
 
In relation with results connecting the dynamic of f and 

f̂  we have: 
 
Theorem 4.2. ([14]). Let f:R n →R n  be a function. Then,  
f  is continuous if and only if f̂  is continuous in D-
metric. 
 
Theorem 4.3. ([2]). If f:R n →R n  is a λ-contraction then 

f̂  is a λ-contraction. Moreover, in this conditions f̂  
has a unique fixed point. 
 
Theorem 4.4. If f:R n →R n  is a surjective and λ-
expansive function, then f̂  is a surjective and λ-

expansive function. Moreover, in this conditions f̂  has 
a unique fixed point. 
 

Proof. Firstly, we will prove that f :K(R n )→K(R n ), 

)()( AfAf = , is a surjective and λ-expansive 
function. 
 
In fact, let B∈K(R n ) be and consider a sequence )( nx  

in )(1 Bf − . Then ))(( nxf  is a sequence in B. So, due 

compactness, there exists a subsequence )((
knxf  

such that Bbxf
kn ∈→)( . But then, 

 
.0)),(())(,( 1  →≤ ∞→

−
knn bxfdbfxd

kk
λλ  

 

Thus, )(1 bfx
kn

−→ , and )(1 BfA −=  is compact. 

It is clear that f(A)=B and, therefore, f  is surjective. 

On the other hand, let A,B∈K(R n ) be and Ax ∈ . Then, 
 

),()()(inf))(,( BadbfafBfxd
Bb

λ≥−=
∈

. 

 
Therefore, 
 

),(sup))(,(sup
)(

BadBfxd
AaAfx ∈∈

≥ λ . 

 
Analogously, 
 

),(sup))(,(sup
)(

AbdAfyd
BbBfy ∈∈

≥ λ . 

 
Consequently, ),())(),(( BAHBfAfH λ≥ . That 

is to say, f  is also λ-expansive. In order to prove that 

f̂  is surjective, it is sufficient to observe that if  

w∈K(R n )  then, by Prop.2.1, [ ]1,0
1 ))(( ∈

−= αα wLfv  

define a fuzzy set in F(R n )  such that wvf =)( . 
 
Finally, if u,v∈ F(R n )  then 
 

[ ]

[ ]
),(

),(sup

))(),((sup))(ˆ),(ˆ(

1,0

1,0

vuD

vLuLH

vLfuLfHvfufD

β

β αα
α

αα
α

=

≥

=

∈

∈

 

 

and f̂  is λ-expansive. To see that f̂  has a unique fixed 
point it is sufficient to observe that, in this conditions, 

f̂  is a bijective function and 1ˆ −f  is a 1−λ  -
contraction. This completes the proof.♦ 
 
Theorem 4.5.([4]). Let f:R n →R n  be a continuous 
function with f( x )= x . Then, 
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i) x  is stable for f  if and only if }{xχ  is stable for f̂ . 

ii) x  is asymptotically stable for f  if and only if }{xχ  is 

asymptotically stable for f̂ . 

( }{xχ  denotes the characteristic function of }{x ) 

 
Lemma 4.6. Let f:R n →R n  be a continuous function . If 

nfg = , then, nn gf =ˆ . 
 

Proof.  It is clear that )()(ˆ uLfugL n
αα = . On the 

other hand, 
 

)()(ˆ uLfufL αα =  

)())(ˆ()(ˆ 22 uLfufLfufL ααα ==  

Μ 
 

and so on, obtaining )()(ˆ uLfufL nn
αα = .♦   

 
Corollary 4.7. If f:R n →R n  is a continuous function, 
then x  is a stable (asymptotically stable, unstable) p-
periodic point for f if and only if }{xχ  is a stable 

(asymptotically stable, unstable) p-periodic point for f̂ . 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this section we would like to discuss some  basic 
ideas on chaos in a discrete system. Chaotic dynamical 
systems have received a great deal of attention in recent 
years and it is well known that the first structurated 
works on chaos were developed by Devaney [5, 1989] 
and, from that time on, a great quantity of research has 
been done.  
 
Devaney [5], [6] isolates three components as being the 
essential features of chaos. They are formulated for a 
continuous function XXf →:  on some metric 
space X.  
 
The first of Devaney’s three conditions is that f is 
transitive; that is, for all non-empty open subsets U and 
V of X there exists a natural number k such that 

VUf k ∩)(  is non-empty.  
The second of Devaney’s conditions is that the periodic 
points of f form a dense subset of X.  
 

The final condition is called sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions; f verifies this property if there is a 
positive number δ (a sensitivity constant) such that for 
every point Xx ∈   and every neighborhood N of x 
there exists a point y in N and a  non-negative integer 

number n such that δ≥− )()( yfxf nn . 

 
This sensitivity condition captures the idea that, in 
chaotic systems, minute errors in experimental readings 
may eventually lead to large scale divergences. 
Sensitivity dependence on initial conditions is thus 
widely understood as being the central idea in chaos. 
However, recently and in surprising form, it has been 
proved that transitivity and periodic density imply 
sensitivity dependence (for more details see [1]).  
 
Also, in relation to the of chaos on R n , new notions has 
been introduced and studied in the last years, for 
instance: erratic functions, topological entropy of 
functions and LY-conditions for chaos. 
 
We say that a continuous function f:R n →R n   is erratic 
if there exists a nonempty convex-compact set A⊂R n  
such that:  
 
E1) Φ=∩ )( AfA  and    E2) ))( 2 AfAfA ⊂∪ . 
 
In [7] the authors prove that E1) and E2) conditions 
imply LY-conditions and E(f)>0 (both imply chaos). 
 
All these conditions have similar structure. There is first 
an expansion in one direction, often accompanied by 
shrinkage in others. This is followed by a wrap-around 
step, which not only keeps the iterates in a bounded 
region but also entangles them (see [7],[9]). 
 
In a certain sense,  we can say that a chaotic system is 
an unpredictable system. 
 
For instance, consider the Baker´s system 
 





≤≤−
≤≤

=+ .12/1)1(2
2/102

1
nn

nn
n xifx

xifx
x  

 
modelling the mixing of a dye spot on a strip of dough 
which is repeatedly stretched and folded over on itself. 
This iterative scheme involve a mapping of the unit 
interval into itself and display the highly irregular or 
chaotic behaviour in the sense of erratic function. 
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1/2 2/3 1

1

2/5 4/5

1/2 2/3 1

1

Let [ ] [ ]1,01,0: →f  be defined by 
 





≤≤−
≤≤

=
.12/1)1(2
2/102

)(
xifx

xifx
xf  

 
It is clear that Baker´system is generated by f, i.e.: 

 
).(1 nn xfx =+  

 
Notice that, from Fig.1, there are two (repelling) 
equilibrium points 0, and 2/3.  
 
Now, we observe that the periodic  points of period 2 are 
the fixed points of 2f , whose formula is given by: 
 










≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−

≤≤

=

14/3)1(4
4/32/1)2/1(4
2/14/1)21(2

4/104

)(2

xifx
xifx
xifx

xifx

xf  

 
There are four equilibrium points: 0, 0.4, 2/3 and 0.8, two 
of which 0 and 2/3 are equilibrium points of  f. 
 
Notice from Fig.2, that 8.0=x  is not stable relative to 

2f . 
 
The Fig.3 depicts the graph of 3f , whose formula is 
given by 



















≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−

≤≤

=

.18/7)1(8
8/74/3)34(2
4/38/5)43(2
8/52/1)12(4
2/18/3)21(4
8/34/1)14(2
4/18/1)41(2

8/108

)(3

xifx

xifx
xifx
xifx
xifx

xifx
xifx

xifx

xf  

 
There are eight equilibrium points: 0, 2/9, 2/7, 4/9, 4/7, 
2/3, 6/7 and 8/9, two of which 0 and 2/3 are equilibrium 
points of  f.  
 
Notice that, in this case, {2/7,4/7,6/7} and {2/9,4/9,8/9} 
are repelling 3-cycles for  f.  

 
Actually, one may show that the Baker’s function f has 
periodic points of all periods. This is a phenomenon  
valid for all function f that possess a 3-cycle and was 
discovered by Li and York in their celebrated paper 
“Period three implies chaos” (see[7]). 
 
Now, we wish to show that the Baker’s function is an 
erratic function. For this, consider the compact-convex 
set [ ]9/4,4/1=A . Then, [ ]9/8,2/1)( =Af   and  

Φ=∩ )(AfA , verifying E1). 
 
On the other hand, [ ]1,9/2)(2 =Af  and, therefore, 

[ ] [ ] )(9/8,2/19/4,4/1)( 2 AfAfA ⊂∪=∪ . 
Thus,  f verifies E2) and, consequently,  f is erratic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.- 0, 2/3 are repelling equilibrium points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.- x=4/5 is not stable relative to f 2  
 

 
1
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Fig.3.- x=8/9 is a repelling   3-cycle of  f 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The aim of this paper is to present some approximation criterion for discrete fuzzy dynamical systems Γ(un)= un+1 , 

where Γ= f̂ :F(R n )→F(R n ) is the fuzzy mapping defined by the Zadeh’s extension of f: R n →R n . Also, some examples 

and applications are presented.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The study of discrete fuzzy dynamical systems has been 
done by many authors, including Barros [2], [3] in the 
setting of theoretical aspects and ecological 
applications, Bassanezi et al. [4] in asymptotic stability 
of attractors, and Román et al. [11], [14] in uniform 
approximation of fuzzy systems. 
 
Discrete fuzzy dynamical systems are quite adequate as 
a model for the treatment of a wide class of non 
deterministic problems and, in this direction, some 
applications to demographic fuzziness, environmental 
fuzziness and life expectancy have been developed in 
[3]. 
 
The study of general fuzzy systems Γ(un)= u n+1  is a very 
hard problem and, by this reason, we will restrict our 
attention toward a particular class of fuzzy systems. 
More precisely, we will present some ideas about the 

system )(ˆ
1 nn ufu =+ , where f̂  is the Zadeh´s 

extension of f: R n  → R n . 
 
 

PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS 
 
Let K(R n ) be the class of all non-empty and compact 
subsets of R n . If A∈ K(R n ) we define the “ε-dilatation 
of A” as the set 
 

}),(/{),( εε <= AxdxAN  (1) 
 
where d(x,A)= .inf ax

Aa
−

∈
  

 
If A,B∈ K(R n ) we define the Hausdorff distance 
between A and B by means of: 
 

)}.,(),(/0inf{),( εεε ANBandBNABAH ⊆⊆>=  

It is well known that (K(R n ),H) is a complete metric 
space (see [7]). 
 
An useful equivalent formula for H is given by 
 

)}.,(sup),,(sup{),( AbdBadmaxBAH
BbAa ∈∈

= (2) 

Now, let F(R n ) be the space of all normal and  fuzzy-
compact subsets on R n , i.e., 
 

[ ] [ ]}{ ,1,0),(/1,0:)( ∈∀∈→= αα
n

R
n

R
n

R KuLuF  

where ,0},)(/{ >≥= ααα xuxuL  and  

}0)(/{0 >= xuxuL  

 
is the support of u. 
 
Proposition 2.1. If u∈ K(R n ) then [ ]1,0)( ∈αα uL , the  

α-levels family of u, satisfies the following properties: 
 
i) uLuLuL 0⊆⊆ αβ , for all βα ≤ . 

ii) Ι
∞

=

=⇒→≤≤
1

21 ...
n

uLuL
nααααα .  

 
(i.e., the level-application is left-continuous) 
 
iii) [ ]1,0, ∈∀=⇔= ααα vLuLvu . 
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iv)  (Representation Theorem of Negoita and 
Ralescu). Let M⊆R n  and [ ]1,0)( ∈ααB  a family 

of subsets of M; verifying a), b) and MB =0 .  

Then, there exists  u∈K(R n ) such that 
[ ]1,0, ∈∀= ααα BuL . Moreover, 

 





∉
∈∈

=
.0

}/sup{
)(

Mxif

MxifBx
xu αα

. 

 
We can extend the Hausdorff metric to F(R n ) as 
 

[ ]
),(sup),(

1,0
vLuLHvuD αα

α∈
=  (3) 

 
and it is well known that (F(R n ),D)  is also a complete 
metric space (see [7,10,12]). 
 
Definition 2.2. If f:R n →R n  is a function, then we define 

),()(:ˆ n
R

n
R FFf →  the Zadeh´s extension of f, by 

means of:                                     
 







∅=

∅≠
=

−

−

∈ −

.)(0

)()(sup
))((ˆ

1

1

)(1

xfif

xfifzu
xuf xfz  (4) 

 
An interesting result (see [14]) stablish that if f is a 
continuous function then 
  

),()(ˆ uLfufL αα =  (5) 
 
for all α∈[0,1] and u∈ F(R n ). 
 
Let f: R n  → R n  be a function, x0 ∈R n  and  

 
,0),(1 ≥=+ nxfx nn  (6) 

 
the discrete dynamical system associated to f. We 
known that a wide class of real problems can be modeled 
by discrete systems. Nevertheless, there are many non-
deterministic problems where more general discrete 
systems must be considered. 
 
In this direction, if f:R n →R n , we want to study the 
discrete fuzzy dynamical system 

 

)(ˆ
1 nn ufu =+  (7) 

 

associated to f, where f̂  is the Zadeh´s extension of f. 
 
This class of systems occur in many branches of 
mathematics and its applications. In particular, discrete 
fuzzy dynamical systems are very adequated as a model 
of non-deterministic problems (for instance, in evolution 
problems with non-deterministic parameters). 
 
On the other hand, the calculus analytic of the analitic 
expression of f̂   can be a very hard problem, however 
for some special functions f we can to find an explicit 

formula for f̂ . 
 
Example 2.3. Let xnA ×  be a real and invertible matrix and 

f:R n →R n , f(x)=Ax+b, an affine function. Then the 
explicit expression for f̂  is given by 
 

.,)),(())((ˆ 1 xubxAuxuf ∀∀−= −  
 
In general, if f:R n →R n  is a bijective function then 
 

.,)),(())((ˆ 1 xuxfuxuf ∀∀= −  
 
 

MOTIVATION 
 

The idea in this section is to show how the discrete 
dynamical systems (6) and (7) can appear in the study of 
real problems. For this, we present two examples: the first 
one is a problem of general character with unknown 
dynamics and the second one is a populational growth 
which is well modeled by a Malthusian type system.  
 
Example A. We suppose that a physician, in a routine 
interview, attempts to detect the presence of certain 
symptoms in a patient p, which can be present in greater 
or smaller degree, say with values between 0 and 1, 
being 0 the value that represents the  total absence of 
the symptom and the value 1 the presence of the same 
symptom in its maximum degree. 
 
We designate by  },...,,{ 21 nsssX =  the set of the 
symptoms considered by the physician and let 
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iisp α=)(  be the degree with the one which the 

patient p presents the symptom is . 
 
We can assume that the physician will not be able to 
give a certain diagnosis if the symptoms, or some of 
them, have a degree of subjective presence (i.e., 

)10 << iα ) while he will be able to do it if 0=iα  or 

1=iα  for each i. Also, it is important to observe that 
n

n C∈),...,,( 21 ααα , the unitary cube in R n . 

 
We can assume also that, with the administration of any 
treatment (the one which will include, probably, the use 
of drugs or pharmacological substances), the physician 
will attempt to make the patient p evolve  from his initial 
state , to a state in some of the vertices of nC , or at 
least next to one of them, from where he will be able to 
make a decision with respect to the nature of his 
problem. 
 
Thus, given a treatment T, it defines an application 

nn CCT →: , and its iterative application defines a 
discrete dynamical system )(1 nn xTx =+ , with initial 

condition ),...,,( 210 nx ααα= . 

 
The mathematical problems associated with this discrete 
system are various and of a high degree of difficulty, 
among  which we can distinguish the following: 
 

a) When the dynamics of T (associated with the 
evolution of the patient p in the time, subject to the 
treatment T) permits to assure that vxT n →)( 0 , 

with v vertex of nC ? 
b) How does the initial condition on the dynamics of T 

influence?. That is to say, which is the relation 
between the convergence of )( 0xT n  toward v and 

the initial condition 0x ? 
 
On the other hand, it is clear that: 
 
c) The presence of fixed or periodical points for T 

imply the evolution of the patient p towards a 
stationary state. More precisely, if 00 )( xxT =  

then ,,)( 00 nxxT n ∀=  and the treatment T does  

not have effect on the patient p. In a more general 
sense, if 00 )( xxT k =  then the treatment T causes 
that p return invariably to the same starting point. 

 
Finally, the more chaotic case is produced when T does 
not evolve toward any of the vertices of nC  in finite 

time or )( 0xT n  does not converge toward none point 

in nC  generating an errant orbit. In such a case, if T is 
chaotic, then the future of the patient p submitted to the 
treatment T is, by saying it less, uncertain. 
 
Example B. Let x(n)  be the size of a population at time n. 
If k is the rate of growth of the population from one 
generation to another, then we may consider a 
mathematical model in the form 

.0),()1( >=+ knkxnx  
 
If the initial condition x(0)= 0x , then by simple iteration 

we find that 0)( xknx n=  is the solution of this 
system. 
 
If k>1, then x(n) increases indefinitely. If k=1, then the 
size of the population is constant for the indefinite 
future. However, for k<1, 0)( =∞→ nxlimn  and the 

population becomes eventually extinct. 
 
However, in relation with this last example, the fuzzy 
structure can be introduced simply because of the 
eventual subjectiveness from individuals in the initial 
population. For example, let us suppose that the 
population obeys the Malthusian growth, according to 
the model  nn kuu =+1 , with 0u ∈F(R). 

 
Since 0u  is a fuzzy set, the field f(u)=ku associates 
fuzzy sets to fuzzy sets and so we have an infinite-
dimensional fuzzy initial value problem (describing a 
problem of demographic fuzziness). Details on the 
solutions of this particular Malthusian equation can be 
found in [2] . Also, numerical solutions for a more 
general type of classical discrete Cauchy problems can 
be found in [6], [8].  
 
In general, for a classic discrete system  the search of 
discrete-dynamic relations for function f describing the 
evolutive process and it posterior resolution belong to 
the difference equations field.  
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APPROXIMATION OF FUZZY SYSTEMS 
 

In general, due calculus problems, the study of the 
system (7) can be highly complex and, by this reason, we 
need some approximation results for it treatment. 
 
So, in order to stablish some approximation criterion in 
the resolution of (7), a first and natural question is: 
 If  f  is  “near” g , is f̂   “near”  ĝ ? 
 
As an answer to this question we have the following 
result. 
 
Theorem 3.1. ([14]). Let  f,g:R n →R n  be two continuous 
functions and 0x ∈R n . If we suppose that 

ε<− gf  on some compact X⊆R n , with 

0x ∈Int(X),  then there exists a compact neighbourhood 

V=V( 0x )⊆X such that ε3)ˆ,ˆ( <∞ gfD  on 

},/)( 0{)( VF uLuVF ⊆∈= n
R  

where )).(ˆ),(ˆ(sup)ˆ,ˆ(
)(

ugufDgfD
VFu∈

∞ = ♦  

 
Corollary 3.2. ([14]). Let pf  , g:R n →R n  be 

continuous functions and 0x ∈R n . If we suppose that 

gf p → ∞  (uniform convergence) on some 

compact X⊆ Rn, with 0x ∈Int(X),  then there exists a 

compact neighbourhood V=V( 0x )⊆X such that 

gf
D

p → ∞ˆ  on F(V).♦ 

 
These results shows that, under adequate conditions, 
the discrete dynamical system (7) is stable in a 
neighbourhood of f and the initial condition which is a 
very useful property in the setting of real applied 
problems. 
 
For instance, it is clear that if f:R n →R n  is a 
differentiable function in a neighbourhood of 0x ∈ R n , 
then the fuzzy system (7) can be approximated by a 
generalized linear fuzzy system. 
 
Example 3.3. Let f:R→R, 2)( xxf = , and 20 =x . 
Then it is clear that g(x)=4x-4 is a linear approximation 
of f near of x=2. If ε>o is given (without loss of 

generality we can suppose that 0<ε<1), then 

ε<− gf  on 







+−=

2
2,

2
2 εε

X . 

 

So, choosing 







+

+
+

−=
ε

ε
ε

ε
416

2,
416

2V , 

after straightforward calculus, we obtain 

ε3)ˆ,ˆ( <∞ gfD  on F(V) . 
 
Example 3.4. Let f,g:R→R and 0x  as in example above 

and consider u:R→[0,1] defined by 
 









≤≤
+

≤≤
+=

.42
25

1

20
1

1

)(
3

xif

xif
xxu

x

 

 
Then, the calculus of )(ˆ uf  in a neighbourhood of x=2 
is very difficult. Nevertheless, we know that g is a linear 
approximation of f near of x=2 and, consequently, )(ˆ ug  

is a “good approximation of )(ˆ uf ” on V. Thus, 

.,1
4

))((ˆ))((ˆ Vx
x

uxugxuf ∈∀





 +=≈  

 

ON THE DYNAMIC OF f̂  
 
In this section we will see that f̂  has, esentially, the 
same dynamics of  f, which is a great advantage. 
In discrete dynamics, the main objective is to predict the 
destiny of its orbits for a given function.  
More precisely, in a discrete system, interest has 
traditionally focused on the regular behaviour of the 
sequences  
 

),....(),...,(),(, 00
2

2010 xfxxfxxfxx n
n ===  

 
In particular, on conditions which ensure the existence 
of an asymptotically stable equilibrium point )(xfx =  
or of an asymptotically stable cyle 
 

)(),(...,),( 1112 ppp xfxxfxxfx === −      (8) 
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for some period 1>p  (such cyclic points jx  are fixed 

points of pf ). 
 
Definition 4.1. The equilibrium point x  of a discrete 
system is stable if given 0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such 

that δ<− xx  implies ε<− xxf n )(  for all n>0. If 

x  is not stable, then it is called unstable. 
 
The point x  is an asymptotically stable (attracting) 
equilibrium point if it is stable and there exists 0>η  
such that 
  

.)(implies xxflimxx n
n =<− ∞→η  (9) 

 
To determine the stability of an equilibrium point, from 
the above definitions, may prove to be an impossible 
mission in many cases. This is due to the fact that we 
may  be not able to find the solution in a closed form, 
even for the deceivingly simple-looking  (7). 
 
In relation with results connecting the dynamic of f and 

f̂  we have: 
 
Theorem 4.2. ([14]). Let f:R n →R n  be a function. Then,  
f  is continuous if and only if f̂  is continuous in D-
metric. 
 
Theorem 4.3. ([2]). If f:R n →R n  is a λ-contraction then 

f̂  is a λ-contraction. Moreover, in this conditions f̂  
has a unique fixed point. 
 
Theorem 4.4. If f:R n →R n  is a surjective and λ-
expansive function, then f̂  is a surjective and λ-

expansive function. Moreover, in this conditions f̂  has 
a unique fixed point. 
 

Proof. Firstly, we will prove that f :K(R n )→K(R n ), 

)()( AfAf = , is a surjective and λ-expansive 
function. 
 
In fact, let B∈K(R n ) be and consider a sequence )( nx  

in )(1 Bf − . Then ))(( nxf  is a sequence in B. So, due 

compactness, there exists a subsequence )((
knxf  

such that Bbxf
kn ∈→)( . But then, 

 
.0)),(())(,( 1  →≤ ∞→

−
knn bxfdbfxd

kk
λλ  

 

Thus, )(1 bfx
kn

−→ , and )(1 BfA −=  is compact. 

It is clear that f(A)=B and, therefore, f  is surjective. 

On the other hand, let A,B∈K(R n ) be and Ax ∈ . Then, 
 

),()()(inf))(,( BadbfafBfxd
Bb

λ≥−=
∈

. 

 
Therefore, 
 

),(sup))(,(sup
)(

BadBfxd
AaAfx ∈∈

≥ λ . 

 
Analogously, 
 

),(sup))(,(sup
)(

AbdAfyd
BbBfy ∈∈

≥ λ . 

 
Consequently, ),())(),(( BAHBfAfH λ≥ . That 

is to say, f  is also λ-expansive. In order to prove that 

f̂  is surjective, it is sufficient to observe that if  

w∈K(R n )  then, by Prop.2.1, [ ]1,0
1 ))(( ∈

−= αα wLfv  

define a fuzzy set in F(R n )  such that wvf =)( . 
 
Finally, if u,v∈ F(R n )  then 
 

[ ]

[ ]
),(

),(sup

))(),((sup))(ˆ),(ˆ(

1,0

1,0

vuD

vLuLH

vLfuLfHvfufD

β

β αα
α

αα
α

=

≥

=

∈

∈

 

 

and f̂  is λ-expansive. To see that f̂  has a unique fixed 
point it is sufficient to observe that, in this conditions, 

f̂  is a bijective function and 1ˆ −f  is a 1−λ  -
contraction. This completes the proof.♦ 
 
Theorem 4.5.([4]). Let f:R n →R n  be a continuous 
function with f( x )= x . Then, 
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i) x  is stable for f  if and only if }{xχ  is stable for f̂ . 

ii) x  is asymptotically stable for f  if and only if }{xχ  is 

asymptotically stable for f̂ . 

( }{xχ  denotes the characteristic function of }{x ) 

 
Lemma 4.6. Let f:R n →R n  be a continuous function . If 

nfg = , then, nn gf =ˆ . 
 

Proof.  It is clear that )()(ˆ uLfugL n
αα = . On the 

other hand, 
 

)()(ˆ uLfufL αα =  

)())(ˆ()(ˆ 22 uLfufLfufL ααα ==  

Μ 
 

and so on, obtaining )()(ˆ uLfufL nn
αα = .♦   

 
Corollary 4.7. If f:R n →R n  is a continuous function, 
then x  is a stable (asymptotically stable, unstable) p-
periodic point for f if and only if }{xχ  is a stable 

(asymptotically stable, unstable) p-periodic point for f̂ . 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this section we would like to discuss some  basic 
ideas on chaos in a discrete system. Chaotic dynamical 
systems have received a great deal of attention in recent 
years and it is well known that the first structurated 
works on chaos were developed by Devaney [5, 1989] 
and, from that time on, a great quantity of research has 
been done.  
 
Devaney [5], [6] isolates three components as being the 
essential features of chaos. They are formulated for a 
continuous function XXf →:  on some metric 
space X.  
 
The first of Devaney’s three conditions is that f is 
transitive; that is, for all non-empty open subsets U and 
V of X there exists a natural number k such that 

VUf k ∩)(  is non-empty.  
The second of Devaney’s conditions is that the periodic 
points of f form a dense subset of X.  
 

The final condition is called sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions; f verifies this property if there is a 
positive number δ (a sensitivity constant) such that for 
every point Xx ∈   and every neighborhood N of x 
there exists a point y in N and a  non-negative integer 

number n such that δ≥− )()( yfxf nn . 

 
This sensitivity condition captures the idea that, in 
chaotic systems, minute errors in experimental readings 
may eventually lead to large scale divergences. 
Sensitivity dependence on initial conditions is thus 
widely understood as being the central idea in chaos. 
However, recently and in surprising form, it has been 
proved that transitivity and periodic density imply 
sensitivity dependence (for more details see [1]).  
 
Also, in relation to the of chaos on R n , new notions has 
been introduced and studied in the last years, for 
instance: erratic functions, topological entropy of 
functions and LY-conditions for chaos. 
 
We say that a continuous function f:R n →R n   is erratic 
if there exists a nonempty convex-compact set A⊂R n  
such that:  
 
E1) Φ=∩ )( AfA  and    E2) ))( 2 AfAfA ⊂∪ . 
 
In [7] the authors prove that E1) and E2) conditions 
imply LY-conditions and E(f)>0 (both imply chaos). 
 
All these conditions have similar structure. There is first 
an expansion in one direction, often accompanied by 
shrinkage in others. This is followed by a wrap-around 
step, which not only keeps the iterates in a bounded 
region but also entangles them (see [7],[9]). 
 
In a certain sense,  we can say that a chaotic system is 
an unpredictable system. 
 
For instance, consider the Baker´s system 
 





≤≤−
≤≤

=+ .12/1)1(2
2/102

1
nn

nn
n xifx

xifx
x  

 
modelling the mixing of a dye spot on a strip of dough 
which is repeatedly stretched and folded over on itself. 
This iterative scheme involve a mapping of the unit 
interval into itself and display the highly irregular or 
chaotic behaviour in the sense of erratic function. 
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1/2 2/3 1

1

2/5 4/5

1/2 2/3 1

1

Let [ ] [ ]1,01,0: →f  be defined by 
 





≤≤−
≤≤

=
.12/1)1(2
2/102

)(
xifx

xifx
xf  

 
It is clear that Baker´system is generated by f, i.e.: 

 
).(1 nn xfx =+  

 
Notice that, from Fig.1, there are two (repelling) 
equilibrium points 0, and 2/3.  
 
Now, we observe that the periodic  points of period 2 are 
the fixed points of 2f , whose formula is given by: 
 










≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−

≤≤

=

14/3)1(4
4/32/1)2/1(4
2/14/1)21(2

4/104

)(2

xifx
xifx
xifx

xifx

xf  

 
There are four equilibrium points: 0, 0.4, 2/3 and 0.8, two 
of which 0 and 2/3 are equilibrium points of  f. 
 
Notice from Fig.2, that 8.0=x  is not stable relative to 

2f . 
 
The Fig.3 depicts the graph of 3f , whose formula is 
given by 



















≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−
≤≤−

≤≤

=

.18/7)1(8
8/74/3)34(2
4/38/5)43(2
8/52/1)12(4
2/18/3)21(4
8/34/1)14(2
4/18/1)41(2

8/108

)(3

xifx

xifx
xifx
xifx
xifx

xifx
xifx

xifx

xf  

 
There are eight equilibrium points: 0, 2/9, 2/7, 4/9, 4/7, 
2/3, 6/7 and 8/9, two of which 0 and 2/3 are equilibrium 
points of  f.  
 
Notice that, in this case, {2/7,4/7,6/7} and {2/9,4/9,8/9} 
are repelling 3-cycles for  f.  

 
Actually, one may show that the Baker’s function f has 
periodic points of all periods. This is a phenomenon  
valid for all function f that possess a 3-cycle and was 
discovered by Li and York in their celebrated paper 
“Period three implies chaos” (see[7]). 
 
Now, we wish to show that the Baker’s function is an 
erratic function. For this, consider the compact-convex 
set [ ]9/4,4/1=A . Then, [ ]9/8,2/1)( =Af   and  

Φ=∩ )(AfA , verifying E1). 
 
On the other hand, [ ]1,9/2)(2 =Af  and, therefore, 

[ ] [ ] )(9/8,2/19/4,4/1)( 2 AfAfA ⊂∪=∪ . 
Thus,  f verifies E2) and, consequently,  f is erratic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.- 0, 2/3 are repelling equilibrium points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.- x=4/5 is not stable relative to f 2  
 

 
1
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Fig.3.- x=8/9 is a repelling   3-cycle of  f 
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